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Abstract: In cascade use, a resource is used consecutively in different application areas demanding
less and less quality. As this practically allows using the same resource several times, cascading
contributes to resource efficiency and a circular economy and, therefore, has gained interest recently.
To assess the advantages of cascading and to distribute the environmental impacts arising from
resource extraction/processing, potentially needed treatment and upcycling within the cascade chain
and end-of-life proesses represent a difficult task within life cycle assessment and highlight the needs
for a widely applicable and acceptable framework of how to allocate the impacts. To get insight into
how the allocation is handled in cascades, a systematic literature review was carried out. Starting
from this status quo, common allocation approaches were extracted, harmonized, and evaluated for
which a generic set of criteria was deduced from the literature. Most importantly, participants must be
willing to set up a cascade, which requires that for each participant, there are individual benefits, e.g.,
getting less environmental burdens allocated than if not joining. A game-theoretic approach based on
the concept of the core and the Shapley value was presented, and the approaches were benchmarked
against this in a case-study setting. Several of the approaches laid outside the core, i.e., they did not
give an incentive to the participants to join the cascade in the case study. Their application for cascade
use is, therefore, debatable. The core was identified as an approach for identifying suitable allocation
procedures for a problem at hand, and the Shapley value identified as a slightly more complex but
fair allocation procedure.

Keywords: cascade use; circular economy; allocation; open-loop recycling; life cycle assessment;
game theory

1. Introduction

To reduce the overuse of natural resources [1,2], three main paths can be distinguished: efficiency
(using less resources for the same output), consistency (using renewable resources instead of exhaustible
ones), and sufficiency (reducing demand by a more frugal lifestyle). The path towards consistency has
led to increasing demand for renewable raw materials and direct and indirect pressures on biomass
and land resources. Using raw material, such as wood, several times, for the same usage allows to
reduce this pressure and contributes to resource efficiency. However, this is hampered by decreasing
material quality, which impedes resource use in a fully circular way. This is referred to as closed-loop
recycling (CLR), in contrast to open-loop recycling (OLR), and does neither include a change in inherent
properties of the material nor a transfer to a product system outside the one under study. In a cascade
(the term goes back to Ted Sirkin and Maarten ten Houten [3]), however, different types of uses with
different quality requirements are combined to a series ordered by their requirements on input material
quality. The type of use with the highest quality requirements represents the first step in the cascade,
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followed by a second step with the second highest quality requirements and so on. The output material
quality must be over all steps higher than the input material quality required by the succeeding step.
The difference between output quality and required input quality should be minimal such that no
quality is “wasted”. Therefore, a cascade can be considered as a system consisting of several uses, each
requiring a lower material quality than the previous one. Their order is fixed, but leapfrogging one or
several uses is possible, even though this would negatively affect resource efficiency as a material is
less intensively used than it could be.

Though convincing as a concept, a major issue in cascading is a willingness to take part in
a cascade. Typically, for each use, there is a different actor deciding independently about whether to
become a part of the cascade or not. Furthermore, it is not guaranteed that all actors overlook the entire
cascade. If their visible horizon is limited to the use one step upward and possibly the use one step
downward, they might be unaware of the fact that they are part of a cascade. Therefore, it is important
to inform about cascade use and to give incentives or penalties in order to assure extensive cascading
use [4].

Current allocation approaches developed in life cycle assessment (LCA) for open-loop recycling,
which are needed to assign the environmental impacts arising over the life cycle of the material over
the different steps or processes of the cascade, may pose a barrier for the formation of a cascade. For
example, it is evident that a participant getting allocated more environmental impacts in a cascade
situation than in case of using primary material has limited interest in joining the cascade. This is not
different in open-loop recycling (OLR). Besides, the need to take care that the output has a sufficient
quality to be used as input for the subsequent step is known from OLR. What is particular in cascades
is that there is a series of several uses with decreasing quality requirements. This series makes it
necessary to think from the whole cascade as the cascade is less efficient or even obsolete if one chain
link in the cascade fails. If the cascade is known, it is possible to distribute the environmental impacts
over the entire cascade and not just between two processes serving as further motivation to be a part of
a cascade. In fact, when applying OLR allocation methods to cascades, the theoretical span reaches from
assigning all environmental impacts from resource production to the first use process in the cascade
that consumes the virgin resource, to dividing the total environmental impacts by the number of steps
in the cascade and allocating this share over the steps, and, finally, allocating all to the last step as this
one makes a raw material become waste material.

So far, there is widespread literature on allocation procedures in general and a large number of
empirical studies on cascades, which use different allocation procedures when performing a life cycle
assessment (LCA) of the cascade. To our best knowledge, there is, however, a lack of 1) a review of
the different allocation procedures used in raw materials cascades, 2) an analysis of the appropriateness
of different OLR allocation procedures for cascades, and 3) guidance for selecting an OLR allocation
method for a cascade, which ensures that the participants have an incentive to become part of
the cascade.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, an introduction and definition to
cascade use and allocation are presented, setting the ground for an extensive literature review covering
allocation in cascades and allocation procedures used therein. Allocation procedures are evaluated
towards the use in cascades, and the need is shown to further examine the criteria of incentives, leading
to a definition of the incentives in place and a presentation of methods to react to them. A case study
presents a possible application of cascade allocation framed by an analysis of incentivized behavior.

2. Background

Though cascade use is sometimes defined as a “sequential use of bio-based raw materials for
energetic and material applications” [5], numerous examples of cascade use of non-bio-based materials
exist, such as mineral aggregates [6] or rechargeable batteries [7]. Another view on cascade use is to
define it as an approach for more appropriately assessing open-loop recycling by always including
the production of virgin material and final waste management [8].
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For the study presented, we prefer to define cascading use of a material resource as the reuse of
one unit of material for several subsequent uses, which, in general, encompasses a downward trend of
material quality. The raw material entering the cascade can be a primary or a co-product. A recycling
process at the end of the cascade is possible, as well as intermediate processing steps to adapt (or even
(slightly) increase) the quality of output to the quality needed for becoming input for the subsequent
step. A necessary characteristic of the cascade is the decreasing material quality over the cascade, which
determines also the order of the use processes unless there would be material upgrading (“upcycling”)
between the use steps. The term recycling, in contrast, is the use of the material of a (waste) product as
input to the production of the same product (closed-loop recycling) or another product (open-loop
recycling, OLR). The term recycling is largely (waste) material-oriented and typically looks at two steps
only: one from which the (waste) material is leaving and the other into which the recycled material
enters. The cascades differ from recycling by the fact that several (more than two) different use processes
follow each other in a fixed order, having a decreasing demand for material quality. The perspective is
from the beginning of the use processes involved in the cascade as well as the material. If there are
several use processes, different cascades are possible, involving all or just some of the use processes.

Allocation describes the assignment of environmental impacts deriving from one or several
processes to more than one product [9]. This may occur in multi-output processes where more than
one marketable product is produced and where a direct assignment of the flows to each product is
not possible. Another case, which is especially important in cascading use is recycling [10], where
environmental loads of the initial production of the primary product, as well as recycling and waste
management processes, have to be allocated to all following secondary products in order to fulfill
basic requirements for a fair result. Allocation is one of the most intensively discussed aspects in LCA
methodology, and thus a variety of procedures have been developed [10–12].

The key ISO standards for LCA [9,13] provide a general description of how to proceed
with multi-output or recycling situations. Several procedures are presented, and a clear order
is recommended. The allocation order first mentions the avoidance of allocation by system expansion
or separation into distinguishable processes (cf. Figure 1). Secondly, in cases where avoidance of
al-location is not possible, an allocation by physical measures is preferred, which may be mass or
calorific value. This is followed by thirdly any relationship, which can be seen as adequate for
the situation, such as the economic value of the goods examined [9,13]. Within this framework,
practitioners can choose from different methodologies and have the possibility to align allocation
to the individual scope of the problem at hand. In practice, however, it also hampers objectivity of
the study since the choice of an allocation method may considerably affect the results, and the choice is
rarely justified.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 30 
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Figure 1. The general idea of allocation and system expansion for the co-products A and B. Abbreviation
f.u. for functional unit [1].

Avoidance of allocation by means of partitioning the system into distinguishable processes is
not possible in an open-loop recycling situation like in cascades. Further, direct system expansion is
the enlargement of the material life cycle system in a way that all upstream and downstream processes
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are included [14]. This requires an adjustment of the system boundary and thus an adaptation of
the functional unit to all products now enclosed and thus requires the whole material cycle to be
modeled. An extensive description of system expansion in cascades and an example thereof for
a wood cascade can be found in Höglmeier (2015) [15]. A simplified method of system expansion is
the so-called substitution method [16], which regards all exported or imported material as potentially
replaceable and assigns credits for either delivering secondary material to a downstream process
(end-of-life recycling (EOLR) credit) or taking secondary material from an upstream process (credit for
the use of recovered material). These methods are widely used in LCA studies but include some major
short-comings, such as internal inconsistencies, high complexity if many processes are involved, and
the often arbitrary choice of an adequate equivalency process, which is base for the credits given [16].

Particularly for cascades, the allocation is far less applied in the literature. One example of an
in-depth analysis of allocation specifically applied to cascade use is the article by Kim et al. (1997) [2],
who developed a new methodology consisting of a modular procedure to solve specific questions
on how to handle life cycle emissions. There is, however, a rich literature on allocation methods for
open-loop recycling, e.g., Gaudreault (2012) [12] for an in-depth method overview. Due to the similarity
of the technical course of action in cascade use and open-loop recycling, these procedures are well
suited for carrying out analyses on cascade use.

The suitability of an allocation procedure depends on the system analyzed. In general, three
main views on and levels of a system can be distinguished: process level, product system level, and
material life cycle system level [8] (Figure 2). The process level includes a single recycling process,
which is regarded as a function, providing waste management for upstream processes and secondary
material provision for downstream processes. The product system level is focused on the function of
the product under study and includes additional functions, such as secondary material provision or
waste management. Boundaries are flexible and may be set according to the scope of the study [8].
The material life cycle system-level represents the most holistic view of the system, including the possible
provision of one or several products along the cascade. All procedures mentioned in this publication
aim at presenting an approach for determining environmental burdens on the product system level,
including possible effects on the entire material cycle [17]. Therefore, allocation associates products
with processes not clearly linked to them [12].
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The main interest when analyzing cascades is the fate of the primary material entering the cascade.
Typically, the primary material has the highest quality and purity, which is subsequently lost and
degraded in the following cascade steps. In order to trace material degradation along the whole material
cycle, additional inputs of primary material in others but the first life cycle or waste management
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emissions apart from the final life cycle are neglected. This leads to a simplified life cycle model (right
side of Figure 3). The x-axis represents the life cycle duration, and the y-axis represents the quality of
the primary material along the cascade. From left to right, there is a quality decrease along the material
life cycle or cascade. All calculations in this paper are based on this simplified model but are not
limited to three life cycle steps (denoted by the indices 1 to 3). Each step may be performed by
a different participant.
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General evaluation criteria for allocation procedures are described by Ekvall and Tillman (1997),
who regard the acceptance of the procedure, as well as applicability, as key criteria. ISO 14044 [9] calls
for the use of uniform calculation methods for the upstream and downstream sides. For cascade use,
Kim et al. (1997) consider the incorporation of quality changes of the material as important [2]. Data
demand is another issue, restricting the use of procedures in many cases. Existing studies on cascade
use, such as Höglmeier (2015), consider the whole life cycle as known, which allows for the application
of basically all allocation procedures [15]. In practice, processes in the (distant) future are fraught with
higher uncertainty, limiting the use of certain procedures, such as the value corrected substitution
method (VCS), cf. Table 1.

Azapagic and Clift (1999) carry out a comparison of different allocation procedures on
a co-production case study [18]. The procedures compared comprise consequential LCA, as well as
system expansion and mass-based procedures. They conclude that a detailed comparison of different
options is crucial in order to meet the criteria on the results defined in the goal and scope definition.
Chen et al. (2010) provide a brief comparison of allocation by economic factors and by mass, as well as
not performing an allocation in the area of mineral waste recycling is included [19]. Cherubini et al.
(2011) [20] consider co-production in biorefinery applications by comparing allocation by mass, energy,
exergy, and economic value supplemented by a hybrid procedure, while Dubreuil et al. (2010) [21]
provide guidance for metal recycling applications considering the basic end of life options (open
and closed-loop recycling, pool, alloy), and van der Harst et al. (2016) [22] carry out a comparison
of six recycling approaches for aluminum. In the field of renewable materials, Werner and Richter
(2000) provide an evaluation of allocation in general and in the case of wood recycling, which almost
completely meets the criteria of cascade use [23]. While the basic procedures of allocation are mostly
covered in these comparisons, quality degradation is hardly included. However, the factors, such
as exergy evaluation and economic measures, can be seen as a way of including quality. Ardente
and Cellura (2011) conclude that in order to correctly apply allocation, a case by case evaluation is
necessary, which is a generally agreed notion upon the publications mentioned [24].

3. Systematic Literature Review

To analyze which allocation methods are used in cascades of raw materials, an extensive literature
review was conducted, including systematic content analysis, as described in Brandenburg et al.
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(2014) [25], with the following steps: 1) Material collection, 2) Descriptive analysis, 3) Category
selection, 4) Material evaluation, and 5) Material collection. The detailed procedure is sketched
in Figure 4. Since the concept of cascade utilization was first described by Sirkin and ten Houten
(1994) [3], publications from 1994 until April 2020 were searched. Publication types considered include
peer-reviewed journal articles and reports published by research institutions in the English language
listed in major scientific databases (Springer Link, Sciencedirect, wiso-net, and Web of Science), as
proposed by Seuring and Gold (2012) [26]. Both collections of common allocation procedures, as well as
publications on a single approach for a particular setting, were considered. Excluded from the analysis
were publications on allocation procedures solely for multi-output-processes, neglecting cascade use
as well as approaches, which completely avoid allocation in cascade use.
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First, overview publications [8,12,27–29] were analyzed to identify the main approaches. Ekvall
and Tilman describe eight different procedures [8], Gaudreault seven [12], and Johnson et al. four [28].
Only Kim et al. [2] explicitly deal with allocation in cascading situations. From the overview
publications, eight basic allocation procedures were identified. Second, an extensive literature search
in common databases and meta-search engines, as mentioned above, was carried out using the search
string “Allocation AND (“Life Cycle Assessment“ OR “Life Cycle Analysis” OR “LCA”) AND

“Open Loop Recycling” OR “Cascade”)”. Literature not relevant to the study was excluded
from the sample, resulting in a sample size of 77 publications. Third, via cross-referencing, the other
17 publications were added, resulting in a total of 100 publications for the analysis. To get a general
understanding of how the allocations procedures are applied and to what extent, bibliographic
measures were applied, which required a prior standardization of the sample with respect to wording
and allocation methods. The sample was also analyzed with respect to the criteria used for selecting or
excluding certain allocation procedures.

A total of eight clearly distinguishable allocation methods applicable to attributional LCA were
identified (Table 1). These could be further categorized into four types of approaches (Figure 5) based
on the general idea behind the procedure: i) cut-off procedures, ii) procedures with an arbitrary
allocation of impacts to life cycle phases, iii) quality-based procedures, and iv) hybrid procedures
assigning to each type of emission a separate, specifically justified calculation scheme taken from
the above-mentioned main motivations.
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The cut-off approach was represented by the recycled content procedure, which is used
synonymously [8] and includes 100:0 approaches as these can be considered as a form of a cut-off

approach [30]. Extraction and disposal load procedures, as well as 50:50 allocation procedure, were
assigned to the second group due to their randomly chosen base, which is a compromise between
simplicity and fairness. As soon as quality (three procedures), price, or other countable units were
considered, this was seen as a quantifiable base. Hybrid methods, such as the example of Kim et
al. (1997) [2], which is composed of 50:50 and partly extraction load and other procedures from
the abovementioned, were excluded from the study due to their high degree of possible variations.
The sometimes mentioned 100:100 approach was also excluded from the analysis due to its obvious
pitfall of not keeping overall mass preservation regarding the overall cascade [30].

Table 1. Overview of allocation procedures [2,8,12,28,29,31]. Mathematical expressions were
harmonized in order to align the scope to one system level.

Cut-Off ELCi = ERi−1 + EPMi + EPi + EUi + EWi f or 1 < i ≤ n
ELC1 = EPM1 + EP1 + EU1 + EW1

50:50 ELCi = EPMi + ER,i−1 ∗ 0.5 + EPi + EUi + ERi ∗ 0.5 + EWi

Extraction load ELCi = EPMi + EPi + EUi +
∑n

i=1 EWi f or i = 1
ELCi = EPMi + ERi−1 + EPi + EUi f or 1 < i ≤ n

Disposal load ELCi = EPi + EUi + ERi f or 1 ≤ i < n
ELCn = EPM1 +

∑n
i=1 EWi + EPn + EUn f or i = n

Quality degradation 1st
option

ELCi =
Qi−Qi+1

Q1
∗

(
EPM1 +

∑n
i=1 EWi

)
+ EPi + EUi + ERi f or 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

ELCn = Qn
Q1
∗

(
EPM1 +

∑n
i=1 EWi

)
+ EPn + EUn f or i = n

Quality degradation 2nd
option

ELCi =
Qi−Qi+1

Q1
∗

(
EPM1 +

∑n
i=1(EWi + ERi)

)
+ EPi + EUi f or 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

ELCn = Qn
Q1
∗

(
EPM1 +

∑n
i=1(EWi + ERi)

)
+ EPn + EUn f or i = n

Quality degradation 3rd
option

ELCi =
Qi∑n

i=1 Qi
∗

(
EPM1 +

∑n
i=1(EWi + ERi)

)
+ EPi + EUi

Value corrected
substitution

ELCi =
MPi∑n

i=1 MPi
∗

(
EPM1 +

∑n
i=1(EWi + ERi)

)
+ EPi + EUi

ELCi Environmental burden accredited to the i-th cascade cycle
ER,i−1 Recycling burdens from the i-1-th cascade cycle
EPM,i Environmental burden of the primary material input into the i-th cascade cycle
EPi Environmental burden of production in the i-th cascade cycle
EUi Environmental burden of product use in the i-th cascade cycle
EWi Environmental burden of waste management in the i-th cascade cycle
ERi Environmental burden accredited to recycling in the i-th cascade cycle
MPi Material price in the i-th cascade cycle
Qi Quality of the material at the beginning of the i-th cascade cycle
Qn Quality of the material at the beginning of the last cascade cycle
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With the exception of six publications in 2000 and 2001 each, the publication rate was rather low
in the period 1994 to 2006 and increased from 2007 onwards (Figure 6). The year 2017 marked a peak
with 20 publications.
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Figure 6. Temporal distribution of the publications in the sample (n = 100). For 2020, publications until
March were considered.

Categorization of the sample with respect to i) type of allocation approach, ii) application case,
and iii) type of the model is shown in Table 2. The diversity of application cases was large. Around
20 percent of the sample covered cascade use (Figure 7), with a focus on biomass exploitation and
general guidance for allocation, followed by case studies for biomass use. Mineral materials, metals,
and plastics were widespread in OLR publications, but not in cascading as cascading is rare for
these materials.

Table 2. Results of the literature search (CO: cut-off, AM: arbitrary method, QB: quantitative
base, HM: hybrid procedure, MD: market development, SE: system expansion, OLR: open-loop
recycling). Abbreviations in application cases: CHP: combined heat and power; CRT: cathode-tube
ray; EIP: Eco-industrial parks; Li-ion batteries: lithium ion batteries; PET: polyethylene terephthalate;
PV: photovoltaic.

Publication
Allocation Type Application

Case
Type

CO AM QB HM MD SE

[7] Ahmadi et al. 2017 X Li-ion batteries Cascade
[32] Allacker et al. 2014 X General OLR

[30] Allacker et al. 2017 X X X General Cascade,
OLR

[33] Andreola et al. 2007 X CRT glass OLR

[24] Ardente and Cellura
2011 X

Food,
Buildings,
Biofuels

OLR

[34] Avadí 2020 X Compost OLR

[18] Azapagic and Clift
1999b X X General Multi-output

[35] Azapagic and Clift
1999a X Boron

production Multi-output

[36] Bobba et al. 2018 X X Li-ion batteries OLR
[37] Boguski et al. 1994 X General OLR
[38] Borg et al. 2001 X Building area OLR
[39] Botas et al. 2017 X Lubricating oil Multi-output
[40] Broeren et al. 2017 X Starch Multi-output
[19] Chen et al. 2010 X Concrete OLR
[20] Cherubini et al. 2011 X X X Biorefinery Multi-output
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Table 2. Cont.

Publication
Allocation Type Application

Case
Type

CO AM QB HM MD SE

[41] Civancik-Uslu et al.
2019 X X X Packaging OLR

[42] Cobo et al. 2017 X X General OLR

[43] Corrado and Sala
2018 X X Bioeconomy Multi-output

[21] Dubreuil et al. 2010 X Metals OLR

[8] Ekvall and Tillman
1997 X X X X General OLR

[44] Ekvall 2000 X X Paperboard,
Newspaper OLR

[45] Ekvall and
Finnveden 2001 X X X X General Multi-output,

OLR

[46] Ekvall and Weidema
2004 X X General Multi-output,

OLR

[47] Escamilla-Alvarado
et al. 2017 X General Multi-output,

OLR

[48] Fernández-Dacosta
et al. 2018 X X CO2 Cascade

[49] Ferreira et al. 2001 X X Wood cascade Cascade

[50] Finnveden et al. 2009 X General Multi-output,
OLR

[51] Forte et al. 2018 X Bioethanol Multi-output
[52] Frees 2008 X X Aluminum OLR
[53] Frischknecht 2000 X CHP Multi-output
[54] Frischknecht 2010 X X Plastics, Metals OLR
[55] Garofalo et al. 2017 X Tomatoes Multi-output

[12] Gaudreault et al.
2012 X X X X X General OLR

[16] Guinée et al. 2004b X X Chemicals,
Aluminum

Multi-output,
OLR

[56] Heijungs and
Frischknecht 1998 X Fuel

production Cascade

[57] Helmdach et al. 2017 X Bioeconomy Multi-output

[58] Hermansson et al.
2019 X Lignin carbon

fiber Multi-output

[15] Höglmeier et al. 2015 X Wood Cascade

[59] Hohenthal et al. 2019 X Paperboard Cascade,
OLR

[60] Iacovidou et al. 2017 X X General OLR
[61] Ilagan and Tan 2011 X Aluminum OLR
[28] Johnson et al. 2013 X X X Metals OLR
[62] Jungmeier et al. 2002 X Wood Cascade
[2] Kim et al. 1997 X General Cascade

[63] Kim and Overcash
2000 X Ammonia Multi-output

[64] Klöpffer 1996 X X X General OLR

[65] Koffler and Florin
2013 X Aluminum OLR

[66] Koffler and
Finkbeiner 2018 X X X General Cascade

[67] Li et al. 2017 X Hydropower Multi-output
[68] Lindfors 1995 X X X General OLR

[69] Marinković et al.
2017 X Concrete

recycling OLR

[70] Martin et al. 2015 X X X EIP Cascade

[71] Marvuglia et al. 2010 X General Multi-output,
OLR

[72] Matsuno et al. 2007 X Steel OLR
[73] McLaren et al. 2000 X General Cascade
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Table 2. Cont.

Publication
Allocation Type Application

Case
Type

CO AM QB HM MD SE

[74] Medeiros et al. 2017 X Furniture Cascade
[75] Mehr et al. 2018 Wood Cascade

[76] Morão and de Bie
2019 X X Biocomoposites Multi-output

[77] Nakano et al. 2018 X Wood products Cascade

[78] Nakatani 2014 X General Multi-output,
OLR

[27] Nicholson et al. 2009 X X X General OLR
[79] Oldfield et al. 2018 X X Food Cascade

[80] Olofsson and
Börjesson 2018 X General OLR

[81] Parajuli et al. 2017 X Barley Multi-output

[82] Parajuli et al. 2018 X Crops,
livestock Multi-output

[83] Paras and Pal 2018 X Clothing OLR

[84] Paraskevas et al.
2013 X Aluminum OLR

[85] Pawelzik et al. 2013 X Biomaterials Cascade

[86] Perez-Gallardo et al.
2018 X X PV modules OLR

[87] Rasmussen et al.
2019 X Building area OLR

[88] Reale et al. 2015 X X Mechatronic
products OLR

[89] Rice et al. 2017 X Dairy products Multi-output
[90] Richa et al. 2017 X Li-ion batteries Cascade
[91] Risse et al. 2017 X Wood Cascade

[92] Sandin and Peters
2018 X X X X Textile OLR

[29] Schrijvers et al. 2016 X X X General OLR

[93] Seghetta and Goglio
2018 X X Seaweed Multi-output

[94] Sfez et al. 2019 X Sewage sludge Cascade
[95] Shen et al. 2010 X X X PET bottle OLR

[96] Sommerhuber et al.
2017 X Wood-plastic

composites OLR

[97] Song et al. 2017 X Ore Multi-output
[1] Suh et al. 2010 X X General OLR
[98] Suter et al. 2017 X Wood OLR
[99] Timonen et al. 2019 X X Bioeconomy Multi-output

[100] Toniolo et al. 2017 X X X Plastic
products OLR

[22] van der Harst et al.
2016b X X X X X Aluminum,

Polystyrene OLR

[101] Visintin et al. 2020 X X X Concrete OLR

[102] Vladimirov and Bica
2019 X X Construction

composites OLR

[103] Vogtländer et al.
2001 X General Cascade

[104] Weidema 2001 X General Multi-output
[105] Weidema 2003 X General Multi-output
[23] Werner 2000 X Aluminum OLR
[106] Werner 2001 X X X X Used wood OLR
[107] Werner et al. 2007 X X X X Wood Cascade
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Table 2. Cont.

Publication
Allocation Type Application

Case
Type

CO AM QB HM MD SE

[108] Williams et al. 2010 X Plastics OLR
[109] Xia et al. 2020 X Concrete OLR
[110] Yan and Holden 2018 X Dairy products Multi-output
[111] Yang et al. 2020 X X Li-ion batteries Cascade

[10] Zamagni et al. 2008 X X X X X General Multi-output,
OLR

[112] Zhang et al. 2019 X X X Concrete OLR
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In about 50 percent of the sample, a quantitative base was used for allocation, followed by
system expansion (Figure 7). Quantitative base comprised procedures, such as economic, physical, or
figures, referencing to a quantifiable degradation of the material. Since market prices are frequently
available and known, the preferred way of allocating burdens is by considering the decline in price over
the material life cycle and cascade. These may perform well in practice but have drawbacks in terms of
transparency and fairness of allocation results [113]. More recent approaches are those considering
market development, as well as hybrid procedures. These typically include several methods, providing
a tailored approach for specific problems. The analysis showed that there was no broad agreement on
which procedure was preferable in general or for a specific situation.

4. Evaluation of the Allocation Procedures

The criteria allocation procedures have to meet were collected from the literature. In total,
13 criteria could be identified that were classified into four groups: alignment with institutional
guidelines and standards, appropriateness to goal and scope of the study, methodological issues, and
performance achieved.

• Institutional guidelines or standards: Besides ISO 14040 and 14040 [9,13], which should form
the base of any LCA study, there is a series of more detailed guidelines, such as theSociety of
Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC) recommendations for allocation in LCA [17],
which recommend alignment of goal and scope and procedure applied, re-evaluation of the order
of allocation preference as presented in ISO 14044, and an application of industry-specific
allocation procedures.

• Goal and scope of the study: The appropriateness with respect to the LCA study’s goal and
scope is an indispensable criterion. A holistic view is taken by considering the whole cascade,
including upstream and downstream processes from the process in focus. Incentives influence
cascade participants in their decision on whether to enter a cascade or not. Although there is no
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direct effect on environmental burden distribution, incentives can be seen as a prerequisite for
cascade use in general and have to be taken into account when choosing allocation procedures.
The overall acceptance of the chosen procedure is crucial in order to justify the decision. This
includes transparency of the procedure, as well as consensus from all actors involved [113].

• Methodological principles: Basing procedures on a well-founded approach, reflecting
the underlying relationships, is advantageous. An intuitively preferable way is the inclusion of
inherent quality change, mostly representing downcycling [2].

• Overall performance: A key requirement for the high performance of an allocation procedure
is time invariance. This means that factors defining allocation are not changing over (shorter)
time. Besides, double-counting must be avoided. General suitability to all possible situations and
fairness with respect to all actors involved can be seen as further performance factors. The practical
application should not be hindered by any factors necessary for the allocation procedure. Another
factor is data demand [2,8,24].

The identified allocation procedures were briefly described and evaluated against the criteria
presented above.

The premise of the cut-off-procedure is that recycling is triggered by the demand for secondary
materials. Therefore, recycling efforts of subsequent cycles are not assigned to upstream processes.
The cut-off is the most intuitive procedure with little calculation effort [8]. Another advantage is
easy communication of the underlying ideas, as well as applicability by practitioners without deeper
knowledge about upstream and downstream processes, and thus also its low data demand. On
the downside, there is the missing incorporation of quality degradation. Furthermore, since recycling
is an environmental burden for the subsequent life cycle only, the interest for the current life cycle to
ensure recyclability (and thus foster cascade use) is lower [114].

Fifty-fifty procedure: It aims at sharing responsibility for a defined set of processes equally
between all products and is thus one of the simpler procedures but performs well in terms of both
general acceptance and applicability. However, incentives at the upstream or downstream side might
get lost if a split by half is not seen as adequate. Quality change is not included, and data demand is
rather modest [27].

Extraction and disposal load procedures: In extraction load procedure, the initial producer is held
responsible for all impacts caused by both material extraction and material fate in the future, i.e., in
particular, the final waste management efforts after the material leaves the last life cycle of the cascade.
Incentives are clearly against striving for good recyclability after utilization as no credit is given to
waste management on the product system level [8] but exist for avoiding the use of primary material.
In the disposal load procedure, the last cycle is held responsible. Incentives are created for establishing
high recycling rates after usage in the life cycle and keeping options for further material use by
maintaining a certain quality due to the fact that waste management is credited to the final usage [12].
These procedures may perform well in specific cases (e.g., pursuing the goal of providing a unilateral
incentive) but, in general, present rather unpopular choices due to their asymmetric character. Overall
acceptance is supposed to be rather low, and applicability is limited due to high data demand resulting
from the requirement that all primary and waste management flows of the whole material cycle must
be known. Quality degradation is not included, and incentives are obviously distributed unequally.

Quality degradation procedures: Using quality measures as a base for allocation in cascades
seems straightforward. Each product system is held responsible for the loss in material quality it
induced. Several procedures can be distinguished from the literature [8,12] such that questions arise
which quality indicator to choose. Quality-oriented procedures intuitively represent a fair base similar
to the polluter pays principle. Applicability is subject to the availability of indicators for quality, and
thus practically rather limited. The second quality degradation procedure in Table 1 dominates the first
in terms of fairness and incentives due to the inclusion of both primary material impacts and recycling
process impacts in all life cycles. The third procedure uses a slightly different key number of relative
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quality left in the current cycle instead of quality change from one cycle to the next but includes both
recycling and primary material as well [27].

Value-corrected substitution (VCS): In this type of procedure, instead of material quality,
the economic value is used as a base for the allocation. The most well-known is value-corrected
substitution (VCS) [28], further refined as VCS2.0 [65]. The basic requirement is the availability of
market prices not only for primary but for all secondary materials occurring in the material life
cycle. The effects of material price changes on allocation results by the value-corrected substitution
(VCS) procedure have to be considered, which is depicted in Figure 8. Price data for wood materials
were taken from online databases [115–117] and served as a base for allocation by VCS. A change
in the hierarchy of the prices of the four commodities becomes visible. In some periods, prices of
the goods switch positions, which directly affects the focus of allocation.
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To conclude, while quantity-based procedures perform well against the methodological criteria,
the general performance of these procedures is rather low due to high data demand and practical
application constraints (Figure 8). Appropriateness with respect to goal and scope cannot be assessed
without detailed knowledge of the LCA study and the problem that should be addressed. SETAC
Guidelines [17] recommend a more case-specific choice and design of procedures, which can partly be
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seen as fulfilled by hybrid procedures, such as the one presented by Kim et al. (1997) [2]. As Figure 9
shows, none of the methods is compelling with respect to all criteria.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 16 of 30 
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Figure 9. General criteria and evaluation of allocation procedures. Entry “+” for high performance,
“o” for medium performance, and “−“ for low performance. Allocation procedures analyzed are
cut-off, fifty-fifty procedure, EL for extraction Load, DL for disposal load, Q1 for quality ratio (for
waste), Q2 for quality ratio (for waste and recycling), Q3 for quality left in the life cycle, and VCS for
value-corrected substitution.

5. Incentives as an Additional Key Criterion for Allocation Procedures in Cascades

In an ideal cascade, multiple actors are involved in utilizing a resource as intensively as possible.
This requires information exchange such that a party involved requiring a certain material quality
can identify those who provide an output quality, which is least above the required input material
quality. Mutual trust is indispensable since relying on output as raw material results in various
dependencies such as a trust for a steady and sufficient supply in the required quality. Finally, all
parties involved must see an advantageous situation in the cascade for themselves compared to other
alternatives. All allocation procedures described above see the existence of a cascade as a prerequisite,
but without an individual advantage, a participant might never enter a cascade. Advantages may
be financial (lower costs) but also reduced environmental burdens allocated to a participant or both.
The following discussion focuses on incentives by a reduced environmental burden allocated to
a participant compared to the alternative scenario of not being part of the cascade. In case of a result
that causes one cascade participant to consider not joining or leaving the cascade while, at the same
time, representing an essential role for overall persistence of the cascade, a compensation (financial or
reduced environmental burden allocated) could be a possible intervention. This results in a typical
cooperative game-theoretic problem. Regardless of whether economic or environmental criteria are
weighted higher, a cascade failure can be caused by the following six aspects, which are depicted in
Figure 10.

Aspect 1. An incentive in place for preferring a primary material over the secondary material supplied
by the upstream part of a cascade This may be the case for primary material being
offered at a lower price, in better quality, or in a logistically more advantageous way than
secondary material.

Aspect 2. An incentive for leaving out a cascade step. This is the case if, for example, an upstream
cascade participant sees the advantage of selling his material to a non-neighboring
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participant further downstream. An example from practice is energetic utilization being
economically more advantageous (e.g., caused by a framework/regulation), favoring waste
to energy utilization.

Aspect 3. The incentive for the waste management participant to prefer or also accept an input material
of higher quality and thus giving the incentive to deliver so.

Aspect 4. Material leaving a cascade step may be preferred to be fed to waste management instead of
to a further recycling step. This may be the case due to low revenues from giving material
to downstream cascade participants in combination with the low cost of disposal of waste.

Aspect 5. Incentives to not enter a cascade by transaction costs, lock-in effects, or the insecurities
linked to relying on others delivering or buying material to achieve their own company
goals. These insecurities may include supply, demand, or quality fluctuations or inflexibility
in supply and demand.

Aspect 6. Lack of incentives to keep material quality high along the process chain inside a participant’s
production, which causes the material to be less useful for all downstream processes, which
is not reflected in market prices.
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These incentives impeding the cascade may even be amplified by applying the standard allocation
procedures, as shown in the following.

5.1. A Cooperative Game Theory Based Concept for an Optimal Constellation

Game theory is a concept of analyzing situations in which two or more participants take decisions,
influencing each other’s welfare [118]. The participants of a game are supposed to have rational interests,
i.e., they thrive to maximize one’s own payoff. Cooperative game theory analyzes situations where
a certain number of participants have a common or at least a non-conflicting goal and the possibility
to enter coalitions. Games are further differentiated into non-transferable ones (participants receive
a pre-assigned share of the overall utility) and transferable ones (overall utility is divided between
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the participants) [118]. Transferable cooperative game-theoretical approaches are widely used for cost
allocation in management science [119,120]. Prerequisites to be met are that i) each participant has to
benefit from entering the coalition, and ii) the order of participants entering is exchangeable [121,122].
Cascade use can be interpreted as a cooperative game where the cycles and, thus, participants represent
the players. Cooperation gains are the reduced environmental impacts, which are distributed among
the cycles.

5.2. The Shapley Value for Fair Allocation in the Cascades

A solution principle in cooperative game theory is the so-called Shapley value. It is a point-solution
concept, indicating that its result is a single solution. It fulfills the four axioms of Pareto efficiency (value
of coalition is distributed amongst players), the null player (a player with a marginal contribution
of zero gets credited zero), symmetry (players with similar contribution receive similar payouts),
and additivity (partial games have the same aggregated payout as the overall game) [119,123,124].
The Shapley value is widely applied in some cases, also for distributing environmental benefits from
a cooperation between the participants (e.g. Hiete et al. (2012) [125] and was also suggested for allocation
situations [53]. Benefits are distributed according to the marginal contributions of the participants in
each possible way of entering the cooperation [118]. There is a couple of alternative point-solution
concepts available, such as Banzhaf–Coleman Index, Deegan–Packel Index, or Public-Good-Index,
which have some improvements, especially regarding the Shapley value based on simple permutations
(Banzhaf–Coleman uses coalitional options instead). However, for allocation, Shapley value better
fulfills the criteria of transparency and simplicity, which qualifies it for an application in line with
the other allocation procedures depicted before. Additionally, from the game-theoretic view, it shows
a result similar to the Nash equilibrium for simple coalitional games, confirming the methodology [118].
A major downside of the Shapley value is that complexity increases exponentially with the number of
players, which limits the number of players to approximately 25 [126].

Following Zucca (2010), we assume N = (1,2,3, ..., n) as a set of players, where every subset S ⊆ N
is called coalition, and N is the grand coalition [122]. The costs, or in case of a cascade environmental
burdens a player would have individually, i.e., without a coalition, are c(i). The stand-alone cost c(i)
differs from the share xi it has/gets allocated in coalition S. c(S) are the total costs of coalition S and c(N)
of the grand coalition.

In a successful coalition, individual and group rationality has to be ensured, i.e., no player has
a cost allocated to it higher than its own opportunity cost (Equation (1)), i.e., the cost it had when not
participating, and a coalition is only formed if overall costs do not increase (Equation (2)).

xi ≤ c(i) (1)∑
i∈S

xi ≤ c(S) (2)

Further, the difference between the total costs of the grand coalition C(N) and the costs that
would accrue if a group or coalition S leaves the grand coalition c(N\S) are termed marginal costs
c(N) − c(N\S) of that group S. As a precondition for the formation of a cascade, these marginal costs
must be lower than the individual costs of that group S (Equation (3)) [122], i.e., a participant or
group of participants will enter the coalition only if this is regarded beneficial by the coalition (the
participant carries at least the marginal cost of its entry and thus avoids being subsidized by the rest of
the existing coalition): ∑

i∈S
xi ≥ c(N) − c(N\S) ∀ S ⊆ N (3)

In a cascade only, coalitions with a downward quality product flow are allowed, reducing
the number of admissible coalitions. In Figure 11, possible paths (or partial parts) are shown for
a cascade situation. The table on the right in Figure 11 shows the permutations of how participants
could enter the coalition.
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Figure 11. Possible paths along the cascade, which represent permutations of the entry of single
participants (which represent the life cycles LC1, LC2, and LC3).

The Shapley value is determined as follows: For each participant, the marginal costs of entering are
determined for each possible permutation (cascade constellation). All marginal costs are summed up
for each participant and finally divided by the number of permutations, resulting in a mean marginal
cost of each participant. This is done for all participants, which represent the life cycles in the cascade
example. It is interpreted as a contribution (value) to the cascade(s) and represents a possible solution
to the allocation problem.

5.3. The Core as a Procedure Incorporating Incentives for a Cascade to Form

In order to determine whether a coalition will form, allowing to distribute a coalitional benefit,
the so-called core is used. The core is a set-theoretic methodology to assess whether agents are willing
to form a coalition considering the incentives in place due to marginal benefits first explored by
Gillies (1953), as cited in Zucca (2010) [122,127]. Only distributions or allocations within the core—an
n-1-dimensional space (n = number of participants)—represent a solution, giving incentive to all
participants of the coalition or cascade, i.e., within the core, Equation (4) is fulfilled (Shapley and
Shubik (1971)), as cited in Zucca (2010) [122,128]:

c(S∪ T) + c(S∩ T) ≤ c(S) + c(T)∀ S, T ≤ N (4)

The core is determined based on rationality and marginality requirements. The example in
Figure 11 represents a cascade with three life cycles or participants. To fulfill the criteria of individual
rationality, each player gets assigned a cost-share, which is lower or equal compared to its opportunity
cost c(O) (costs it would have if not participating). For all three players, this is summed up as follows
(Equation (5)–(7)):

c(LC1) ≤ c(OLC1) (5)

c(LC2) ≤ c(OLC2) (6)

c(LC3) ≤ c(OLC3) (7)

Marginality means that marginal costs a new player entering the coalition gets assigned are lower
or equal compared to the marginal cost caused by the enlarged coalition. The existing coalition thus
has to have at least a gain as high as the marginal costs of the new player entering the coalition in order
to show interest in sustaining the new coalition. The participation thus leads to cost savings (Equation
(8)–(10)):

c(LC1) ≥ c(N) − c(LC2 + LC3) (8)

c(LC2) ≥ c(N) − c(LC1 + LC3) (9)

c(LC3) ≥ c(N) − c(LC1 + LC2) (10)
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The core spans the space of stable allocations over all coalitions. Allocation results inside the core
are considered stable, i.e., no participant is able to reduce his costs without making at least one other
having higher costs [122]. A graphical depiction of the core for three participants is shown in Figure 12
as a ternary diagram for a three-player game situation (players S1, S2, S3). The grey area depicts
the core in which a persistent solution can be found. In line with the idea of providing an incentive
for a cascade to form, a solution to an allocation problem should be within the core. The challenge,
however, is to determine the optimal solution inside it. Here, Shapley’s value as a point-solution
principle can be applied, which is demonstrated in a case study.
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6. Holistic Evaluation Results from the Case Study of a Wood Cascade

As a case study, a wood cascade with three material use cycles was chosen (Figure 13). First,
softwood is manufactured into a pallet, which is used multiple times over a longer period in order to
ensure secure packaging in the trading sector. Then, particleboard is produced from the worn pallets.
Finally, corrugated cardboard is produced from recycled medium-density fiberboard (MDF). Energetic
use is seen as end-of-life (EOL)-procedure and not included in the sample as quality measures have to
be transferred to energetic values, which increases complexity. All possible cases for single processes
are covered by including an initial delivering activity, a process framed by upward and downward
processes, and the last material use process.
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The primary material used for the pallet production is spruce saw wood. It is assumed that
the length of wood planks has to be at least 1200 mm due to the measures of standardized EUR2/3
pallets of 1200 x 800 mm [129]. In the cascade, the length of wood (particles) is a key factor, determining
possible use options. Therefore, the length of wood particles is taken as a quality indicator (with
a linear scale). Quality at this first level of the cascade is measured by the minimum size of wood
particles required on the input side, which is 1200 mm. Prices for spruce wood range from 62 € to
86 € per solid cubic meter, with a mean of 75 € per fixed meter. Assuming a density of 470 kg/m3,
the mass-based price is 0.16 €/kg [130].

Particleboard is produced from secondary material, leaving the pallet recycling process, where
wood from pallets is shredded into the chipboard. Particle size here is assumed to be at least 10 mm,
which constitutes the quality requirement. The market price for chipboard in January 2015 was 25 €/lose
cubic meter, which, assuming a bulk density of 0.22 and a wood density of 470 kg/m3, results in a price
of 0.125 €/kg [115].

Worn particleboard is downcycled into MDF. A minimum particle size of 1 mm is assumed to be
required, and the price of the raw material sawdust is 0.08 €/kg [115]. The resulting values defining
quality and price development over the cascade steps are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Assumed environmental impacts for primary material use (EPMi), recycling (ERi), waste
management (EWi), as well as quality (Qi) and price data (MPi) for pallets (i = 1), particleboard (i = 2),
and MDF (i = 3). Environmental impacts for production (EPi) and use (EUi) are stated but not part of
allocation procedures.

i EPMi ERi EPi EUi EWi MPi Qi

1 8 1.5 1 1 4 0.18 0.57
2 5 1.5 1 1 4 0.14 0.29
3 2 0 1 1 4 0.10 0.14

Environmental burdens within the cascade are fictitious and represented by a single value per
process (Table 3). Multiple pallet use is seen as one product-lifetime.

The strong impact the choice of an allocation procedure has on the distribution of environmental
burdens can be inferred from Figure 14. Results differ by a factor of up to 4 (quality-based procedures
compared to disposal load for the third life cycle).
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Arbitrary and cut-off procedures assign loads to all participants and thus perform (at least at first
sight) well from the perspective of incentives in the case study. Goal and scope are considered by
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including a holistic view, and key motivations are reached by assigning a share to all involved. Quality
degradation is expressed as fiber length for the procedures Q1 to Q3 and as market prices for the VCS
procedure. This illustrates problems arising with the adequate quantification of downgrading. Whereas
fiber length losses are more than 90 percent, the price decline is significantly less dramatic. Prices
are defined by more than just inherent material properties. Possibly fluctuating market prices due to
market regulation (fiscal incentives not tangible to resource use) and economies of scale (extension of
production not tangible to resource use per unit) for the products from the different life cycles lead
to partly inconsistent results as price development is taken as the base for allocation. Even higher
prices for materials of, from a technical perspective, lower quality are possible, e.g., in the polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) flake market compared to the primary PET market [131].

The core, Shapley values, and the resulting allocation values are determined for the case
study. Table 4 shows the environmental burdens of all (partial) coalitions, and Table 5 the marginal
environmental burdens of all (partial) coalitions, where the left column depicts the order of entering
the cascade, resulting in six permutations.

Table 4. Shapley value: possible partial coalitions and the permutations of entering. The mean value
presents the final allocation factor.

π Permutations
δ Cost of the Coalitions

LC1 LC2 LC3

LC1,LC2,LC3 14.0 3.5 3.5
LC1,LC3,LC2 14.0 3.5 3.5
LC2,LC1,LC3 6.5 11.0 3.5
LC2,LC3,LC1 6.5 11.0 3.5
LC3,LC1,LC2 9.5 3.5 8.0
LC3,LC2,LC1 6.5 6.5 8.0

Mean 9.5 6.5 5.0

Table 5. Marginal environmental burdens of all (partial) coalitions.

Input Values (Costs of coalitions)

Scenario Env. Burden
LC1 14.0
LC2 11.0
LC3 8.0

LC1+LC2 17.5
LC1+LC3 17.5
LC2+LC3 14.5

LC1+LC2+LC3 21.0

The core is determined, as shown in Table 6, by applying both rationality and marginality criteria
and forms an area depicted in Figure 15.

Table 6. Calculation of the core for the wood cascade based on rationality and marginality requirements.
c(OLC1), c(OLC2), c(OLC3) result from the values for not forming a coalition at all, as depicted in
Tables 4 and 5.

Rationality Marginality

c(LC1) ≤14 c(LC1) ≥ c(N)-c(LC2+LC3) =6.5
c(LC2) ≤11 c(LC2) ≥ c(N)-c(LC1+LC3) =3.5
c(LC3) ≤8 c(LC3) ≥ c(N)-c(LC2+LC1) =3.5
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Figure 15. The core (grey area) as a criterion whether allocation incentivizes the formation and
continued existence of a cascade. The three life cycles (LC1, LC2, LC3) of the cascade are oriented
towards the arrowed direction.

As expected (and necessary), the Shapley value-based allocation lies within the core (Figure 15),
whereas most other allocation procedures do not. This means that in the case study analyzed, these
allocation procedures do not incentivize participation in the cascade. Note that this result only
depicts the values shown in Table 3 as allocation inputs and thus does not present a generic result for
the allocation procedures. However, it is shown that there may be a discrepancy between standardized
allocation procedures and incentives in place.

7. Discussion

Cascade use is a concept of sequential reuse of a given material in a downward-facing quality
course. The specific criteria of distinction in contrast to open-loop recycling (OLR) are the necessity of
holistic planning of the material fate over more than two different uses (and mostly also participants).
This allows the application of well-known methodologies from OLR but requires a thorough evaluation
of the applicability of the different methodological procedures, especially for the allocation problem.
In practice, most cascade use studies target biogenic materials and tend to apply system expansion
procedure or allocation based on quantifiable parameters.

A literature review on allocation in material cascades and OLR, the latter since cascades can
be considered as technically similar to OLR, was conducted. The eight basic allocation procedures
identified include rather arbitrary, as well as quality and market-based procedures. Since ISO 14040/44
provides no concrete guidance on allocation procedure selection if an allocation cannot be avoided,
LCA practitioners may choose a procedure, which fits best to the problem at hand but which makes
the process also non-transparent and may lead to incomparable results.

To assess the suitability of allocation procedures for cascades, 13 general criteria in four categories
were determined. The evaluation showed that each of the eight allocation procedures showed
weaknesses with respect to one or several of these criteria.

As the existence and the resource efficiency gains of a cascade depend on the interests of
the participants, incentives to become or remain a participant of the cascade were more deeply
analyzed. These incentives are a key criterion of which allocation procedures for cascades should meet,
even more, since, from a purely economic point of view, it is often more likely to have different actors
deciding to operate on their own instead of taking part in a cascade.
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In order to react to such constellations, a link is made to game-theoretic approaches. These offer
ways of dealing with situations where a coalition can gain more than individuals by, at the same time,
dividing gains into fair shares amongst the participants in order to set the motive for collaboration. Two
well-known game-theoretic concepts—Shapley value and the core—were further applied to analyze
allocation in terms of incentives. The Shapley value is suitable as a direct solution procedure applicable
to the allocation problems in cascades described. The core describes a solution space for allocation
procedures, which represent fair and commonly accepted solutions, and thus serves as an indicator for
choosing an allocation procedure, providing incentives for cascade participation to all participants.
Taking a real wood cascade as an example (though with partly fictitious data), it was demonstrated
that some of the allocation procedures identified in the literature review laid outside the core, which
means that at least one of the participants in the example would get more environmental burden
allocated to him than in case of not participating. Such negative incentives should be avoided. The core
thus represents an approach for identifying suitable allocation procedures for a problem at hand and
the Shapley value as a slightly more complex but fair allocation procedure.

The analysis has a few limitations, some arising from the case study nature of the example, which
is difficult to generalize. In the prototype cascade, stretching from wood pallets down to secondary
wood products energetic use was left aside due to the switch in physical units from material to energetic
quality, which would have led to an increase in complexity. Data was partly fictitious, and the cascade
consisted of three cycles only. Recycling processes and the partial reuse of resources were excluded.
Both Shapley value and the core were based on environmental impact values, in this case study. This
might not be the relevant decision criterion in common cascade constellations but was used here to use
a uniform database for the allocation procedures. Furthermore, only qualities were taken into account,
whereas in real cascades, quantities must be aligned, too.

To be applicable, Shapley value and the core require detailed knowledge of the cascade, including
quality or price data, which is often difficult to get and partly time-variant, inducing further difficulties.
As has been shown, sometimes, a quality criterion must be selected from several options.

To further assess the suitability of allocation procedures, a more generic analysis must be carried
out. The validity of the concept must be proven. Further work in facilitating and operationalizing
the methodology, as well as making it more widespread amongst practitioners, is to be targeted.
Further enhancement of the methodologies for more complex cases is subject to future research.
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